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the latest forum book construction damages and remedies should be of value to every
practitioner in the construction field it can serve as a useful reference when evaluating a claim
for settlement drafting complaints and answers negotiating risk allocation terms in a
construction or design contract or offering quantum evidence at trial five experienced and
highly regarded construction lawyers from across the country have produced the best
available combination of the historical sources and applications of various damages theories
and equitable remedies and the elements of proof by which they can be established and
defeated the array of damages to which participants in the construction process owner
designer or constructor are exposed practical suggestions based on the authors substantial
collective experience about the best techniques for presenting damages in a dispute
construction damages and remedies but in a unique innovation the authors have also included
citations to the west key number system enabling the reader conveniently to cite additional
case authorities both before and after publication of the book construction damages and
remedies is a resource that will be indispensable to any construction industry lawyer from the
newly involved to the seasoned veteran this book addresses two crucial concerns of
intellectual property owners how to recover monetary compensation when an infringement
has occurred and how to prevent further infringement remedies the law of damages is
organized according to the remedial purposes pursued and the interests at stake the book
deals with compensation with separate chapters for separate interests it describes the
function of other non compensatory damages and looks at the principles that protect the
defendant from undue liability the book provides a comparative analysis of the law relating to
remedies for breach of contract from the viewpoint of various legal systems presenting a
comprehensive and timely examination of remedies for breach of contract this text analyses
and challenges fundamental features of english contract law expert author presents a
comprehensive treatment of contract remedies subjects include common law and equitable
remedies for breach of contract such as expectation and reliance damages restitution and
specific performance discusses contracts for the sale of goods as well as buyers and sellers
remedies under article 2 of the ucc also examines contractual control over remedies and
remedies for mistake and unconscionability this new text provides an introduction to the basic
legal rules principles that constitute the law of remedies as applied by united states courts the
work is descriptive of existing law designed to provide an overview explanation of the topics
geared to the needs of students new to the materials the author comprehensively broke down
the topics to correlate to issues of contemporary interest importance the text has full
references to provide assistance to students practitioners alike when potential litigants first
approach a lawyer they are generally interested in finding out one thing only are they likely to
be able to win damages or any other kind of remedy and what kind of quantum of damages
are they likely to receive it becomes the lawyer s main task to try to argue for a remedy and to
persuade the court that the plaintiff has a good cause of action textbooks about contract and
tort frequently treat damages and other remedies as an after thought when in fact it is the
issue of remedies which is a constant and ever present consideration for the plaintiff and his or
her lawyer this new book containing contributions from many of the uk s leading specialists
brings to the fore a range of issues which are of topical interest to litigators and to teachers of
law in some instances the issues are currently the subject of reform proposals and these
essays usefully highlight the principal issues facing the reformers and the objections which
have been raised by those opposed to reform in addition four of the essays tackle a strand of
tort law which is of rapidly growing importance the area of professional negligence the
contributors are among the best known writers in this field and their essays combine practical
and academic perspectives which usefully highlight contemporary trends in professional
negligence litigation the first chapter in the book also offers a unique and controversial
overview of tort law in the uk by professor patrick atiyah who argues for a complete rethink of
the system of personal injuries litigation in the uk starting with its abolition not for the first
time professor atiyah thinks the unthinkable remedies is the principal area around which the
concept of obligations is developed and is taught as a course option at some universities this
book has proved to be ideal as the main text for such an option the problems embodied in this
book differ from the usual academic presentation in several ways first students are not initially
confronted with an authoritative statement of law but with facts and human problems second
except in the four introductory chapters the problems are not organized to present an orderly
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sequence of remedies rules instead they are organized around diverse factual settings so the
issues come to the student just as they come to lawyers in practice helter skelter requires
students to work analytically not in an organization dictated by the logic of a casebook
contents damages in tort damages in contract restitution rescission account of profits
injunctions equitable compensation and damages rectification remedies under the contracts
review act remedies under the trade practices act provided by publisher this definitive treatise
explains available remedies across a wide range of public and private causes of action from
torts to intellectual property contracts to fiduciary breaches and civil rights to nuisance topics
include compensatory damages for tangible and intangible harms punitive damages unjust
enrichment and restitution equitable remedies and much more this single volume text unpacks
major developments of the last twenty five years for the law of remedies in the united states
with citations to hundreds of cases articles and statutes it incorporates key advancements
from the restatement third of restitution and unjust enrichment the restatement third of torts
and significant updates in the law of injunctions punitive damages and beyond publisher
website equitable remedies is regarded as the most thorough and in depth treatise on
equitable remedies in the common law world today the first edition was described by sir owen
dixon as the best legal book to have come out of australia this 8th edition of equitable
remedies continues to uphold its reputation as an up to date and reliable source of information
with respect to injunctions specific performance rectification and equitable damages thenew
edition analyses a series of important decisions relating to the extra territorial effect of
equitable orders the application of statutes of limitation mandatory and prohibiting injunctions
special requirements for ex parte orders and questions relating to rectification from the
english court of appeal masri v consolidated contractors international u k ltd no 2 and no 3 the
extra territorial effect of equitable orders received extended analysis with wide commercial
ramifications in the court of appeal in p o nedlloyd b v v arab metals co statutes of limitation in
equitable proceedings were examined the privy council decision in national commercial bank
jamaica ltd v olint corporation ltd examined the relationship of mandatory and prohibiting
injunctions as well as the special requirements that must be satisfied before an order is made
ex parte in chartbrook ltd v persimmon homes ltd a number of the more contentious questions
relating to rectification were considered by the house of lords dr ian spry again applies his
leading analysis to these new developments ensuring equitable remedies 8th edition remains
the essential resource on the subject civil remedies is the first textbook of its kind to cover the
whole gamut of this fast growing subject it looks at both the non judicial and judicial remedies
in the civil law its special features include the non judicial remedy of self help the consensual
remedies the judicial remedies for breach of contract and for tort at common law and in equity
a comprehensive look at mareva injunctions and anton piller orders and the effect of the
practice directions 1994 on them and coverage of recent developments e g the law commision
s paper on aggravated exemplary and restitutionary damages the house of lord s decision in
hunt v severs etc remedies what they are history of remedies basic rules for legal and
equitable remedies injunctions damages restitution rescission reformation specific
performance remedies how they are used remedies for injuries to realty personal property and
money remedies for injuries to personal interests remedies for misrepresentation remedies for
mistake remedies for duress undue influence and related wrongs remedies for breach of
contract restitution for unenforceable contracts the law of judicial remedies which includes the
law of damages ranges over the entire field of substantive private law including the law of
contract tort and property in a pragmatic sense an examination of the issue of remedies is
crucial to civil litigators in that it provides critical insights into specific legal rules and
arrangements from a theoretical perspective an understanding of the principles governing the
choice of remedies and the methods of quantifying damages reveals much about the nature of
the common law process remedies the law of damagesis both a succinct handbook for the
practitioner and a rich entry point to the study of judge made law highlights in the third edition
include recent developments regarding remedies for breach of contract with alternative modes
of performance and wrongfully dismissed employees entitlement to discretionary benefits
there have been substantial revisions to chapters dealing with damages for personal injury
restitutionary remedies certainty and causation remoteness of damages mitigation and
reasonableness of liquidated damages clauses p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 10
0px arial this research handbook comprehensively and authoritatively reviews the
contemporary challenges in research regarding remedies in private law the research handbook
on remedies in private law focuses on the most important issues throughout contract equity
restitution and tort law as they have arisen in the major common law jurisdictions touching
upon those of other jurisdictions where pertinent use the power of the courts to your
advantage to grant equitable non monetary relief in contract enforcement when you follow the
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incomparable guidance of yorio and thel with current detailed information for today s
practitioner contract enforcement covers every aspect of the availability and inherent
limitations of equitable remedies in such contract areas as real estate sale of goods intangible
personality construction contracts covenants not to compete wills and other property
agreements employment agreements franchise agreements international trade you will find in
depth analysis of the policies that underlie contract remedies as well as clear explanations of
the practical consequences of those policies in contract litigation the effect on availability of
equitable relief of such factors as right to a jury trial legal limits on contract damages
disgorgement of profits and agreed remedies are also examined throughout the book you ll
find concise analysis of all significant specific performance cases legislation and commentary
master s thesis from the year 2010 in the subject law comparative legal systems comparative
law grade b university of auckland course remedies for breach of contract language english
abstract in the now famous blake case the majority in the house of lords has granted a
restitutionary remedy for a breach of contract which has been alien to the law of contract so
far although it was held to be available only in exceptional circumstances the judgment
prompted lord hobhouse to express the following warning in his dissenting opinion if some
more extensive principle of awarding non compensatory damages for breach of contract is to
be introduced into our commercial law the consequences will be very far reaching and
disruptive it is the goal of this essay to examine whether lord hobhouse s fear of a silent
reconceptualisation of the law of contract is justified in order to fully understand the potential
impact of the blake case it is vital to bring oneself to mind what the law of contract was before
the judgement in blake was rendered accordingly the essay will start with an outline as to
which remedies were and in fact still are available to a claimant under the pre blake law after
a summary of the blake case itself it will be described why a broad blake remedy indeed might
have a revolutionary effect on the conventional law of contract however as history shows not
all revolutions are bad thus even if blake should have far reaching and disruptive
consequences on the law of contract it is by no means said that this is an undesirable result it
should be borne in mind that the law of contract is a default system that provides remedies for
a breach of contract in case the parties did not unconsciously or deliberately stipulate their
own remedies which they are free to do ideally this default system leads to just and
economically reasonable results by this measure a default system has to prove its value and
practicability thus if it turns out that a law of contract under which the blake remedy is
generally available is superior to the current law its implementation must not be declined only
because of its revolutionary character part iv of this essay draws the necessary comparison
between the two alternatives in terms of economic efficiency in doing so special attention is
given to what is called the efficient breach theory which is often called upon to defend the
current contractual rules the essay will then conclude with a final assessment as to what the
contract of law should be like in the author s opinion the eighth edition retains the organization
of the seventh edition while thoroughly updating it the first half of the casebook introduces
injunctive relief damages restitution and declaratory relief the second half of the book creates
opportunities to consider these four remedies in the context of tort and contract actions for
various types of harm the updates include recent united states supreme court cases on such
topics as injunctive relief and punitive damages new cases in the second half of the book
feature such current topics as injunctions against defamatory statements and public nuisance
actions against lead paint manufacturers offering a logical and guided format this is a valuable
supplemental source for your students it covers the areas included in most remedies courses
including damages injunctions and restitution as well as other important topics such as
declaratory judgments punitive damages and remedial defenses builds student understanding
step by step moving from the basics to the more complex and allowing students to apply the
law to particular fact patterns allows students to study chapters in any order demystifies the
language of remedies using straightforward and student friendly examples charts and
illustrations shows students how to do the math related to issues such as computing
compensatory damages present value and constructive trusts offers compatibility with all
major remedies books including those that approach remedies through public law and those
that approach it through private law remains the only book in the field to provide both black
letter law and examples and answers to build student knowledge the level of complexity builds
as examples continue in each chapter discusses major remedies cases hadley v baxendale
state farm v campbell sullivan v o connor provides detailed coverage of the draft restatement
third of restitution and gives detailed analyses of remedies issues under article 2 of the
uniform commercial code this book written by a well known expert on english law is a detailed
analysis of the comparative law of remedies for breach of contract one of the most important
branches of contemporary contract law the fourth edition of andrew burrows seminal work
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remedies for torts breach of contract and equitable wrongs previously remedies for torts and
breach of contract updates and extends coverage of judicial remedies for civil wrongs in
english law since the release of the previous edition in 2004 the scope of discussion in the
book has developed to include many contemporary case studies examples of these include
morris garner v one step ltd on negotiating damages milner v carnival on quantum of mental
distress damages forsyth grant v allen on restitution for torts to name but a few as well as
crucial supreme court decisions on penalty clauses cavendish v makdessi and injunctions
lauritzencool araci v fallon and coventry v lawrence in addition to comprehensive updating to
take account of new developments in the law this book includes two new chapters unique to
the fourth edition the first explores damages under the human rights act of 1998 the second
examines negotiating damages remedies for torts breach of contract and equitable wrongs by
leading scholar andrew burrows is a popular work amongst students and practitioners due to
its broad coverage factual detail insightful application of academic context and enduring
subject matter more than a rulebook this text discusses the remedies that are available in a
particular fact setting illustrates possible applications of difficult rules explains proof
requirements assesses arguments and offers options in uncertain situations coverage includes
the particulars of damages restitution and equitable relief and remedial schemes for harms to
tangible property also covers economic interests intangible personal property and
compensatory and non compensatory damages discusses remedies for economic torts
personal injury breach of contract and more remedies commentary and materials 6th edition
provides comprehensive treatment of both judicial and non judicial remedies in australian
private law fully updated to reflect recent developments this casebook provides extensive
coverage of common law damages for breach of contract and tort of equitable remedies and of
statutory remedies under the australian consumer law the book combines carefully selected
extracts from leading cases with expert commentary taken together these materials elucidate
the principles relating to the assessment of all forms of damages under common law and statu
the fourth edition of andrew burrows seminal work remedies for torts breach of contract and
equitable wrongs updates and extends coverage of judicial remedies for civil wrongs in english
law since the release of the previous edition in 2004 the scope of discussion in the book has
developed to include many contemporary case studies examples of these include morris
garner v one step ltd on negotiating damages milner v carnival on quantum of mental distress
damages forsyth grant v allen on restitution for torts to name but a few as well as crucial
supreme court decisions on penalty clauses cavendish v makdessi and injunctions
lauritzencool araci v fallon and coventry v lawrence in addition to comprehensive updating to
take account of new developments in the law this book includes two new chapters the text is a
collection of up to date materials covering all areas of remedies law in canada including
damages injunctions specific performance and equitable relief on july 27 2000 the house of
lords delivered a decision where for the first time in english law it explicitly recognised that
damages for civil wrongs can be assessed by reference to a defendant wrongdoer s gain rather
than a claimant s loss the circumstances in which such gain based damages might be
available were left for development incrementally this book considers the nature of gain based
damages and explains when they have historically been available and why and provides a
framework for appreciating the operation of such damages awards the first part of the book
justifies the existence of these damages which focus upon a defendant wrongdoer s gain made
as a result of a civil wrong explaining the nature and need for such a remedy and the scope of
civil wrongs the core thesis of the book is that two different forms of such gain based damages
exist the first is concerned with restitution of a defendant s gains wrongfully transferred from a
claimant the second is concerned only with stripping profits from the defendant s hands once
these two gain based damages awards are separated they can be shown to be based upon
different rationales and the basis for their availability can be easily understood the second part
of the book considers and applies this approach demonstrating its operation throughout the
cases of civil wrongs the operation of the two forms of gain based damages is demonstrated in
cases in the area of tort chapter 4 contract chapter 5 equitable wrongs chapter 6 and
intellectual property wrongs chapter 7 it is shown that these gain based damages awards have
long been available in these areas and their operation has conformed to clear principle the
difficulty that has obscured the principle is the nomenclature which has hidden the true gain
based nature of many of these damages awards
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Construction Damages and Remedies 2004
the latest forum book construction damages and remedies should be of value to every
practitioner in the construction field it can serve as a useful reference when evaluating a claim
for settlement drafting complaints and answers negotiating risk allocation terms in a
construction or design contract or offering quantum evidence at trial five experienced and
highly regarded construction lawyers from across the country have produced the best
available combination of the historical sources and applications of various damages theories
and equitable remedies and the elements of proof by which they can be established and
defeated the array of damages to which participants in the construction process owner
designer or constructor are exposed practical suggestions based on the authors substantial
collective experience about the best techniques for presenting damages in a dispute
construction damages and remedies but in a unique innovation the authors have also included
citations to the west key number system enabling the reader conveniently to cite additional
case authorities both before and after publication of the book construction damages and
remedies is a resource that will be indispensable to any construction industry lawyer from the
newly involved to the seasoned veteran

Intellectual Property Law 2000
this book addresses two crucial concerns of intellectual property owners how to recover
monetary compensation when an infringement has occurred and how to prevent further
infringement

Remedies 2000
remedies the law of damages is organized according to the remedial purposes pursued and
the interests at stake the book deals with compensation with separate chapters for separate
interests it describes the function of other non compensatory damages and looks at the
principles that protect the defendant from undue liability

Comparative Remedies for Breach of Contract 2005
the book provides a comparative analysis of the law relating to remedies for breach of contract
from the viewpoint of various legal systems

Remedies for Breach of Contract 2012-01-26
presenting a comprehensive and timely examination of remedies for breach of contract this
text analyses and challenges fundamental features of english contract law

Contract Remedies in a Nutshell 1981
expert author presents a comprehensive treatment of contract remedies subjects include
common law and equitable remedies for breach of contract such as expectation and reliance
damages restitution and specific performance discusses contracts for the sale of goods as well
as buyers and sellers remedies under article 2 of the ucc also examines contractual control
over remedies and remedies for mistake and unconscionability

Understanding Remedies 1999
this new text provides an introduction to the basic legal rules principles that constitute the law
of remedies as applied by united states courts the work is descriptive of existing law designed
to provide an overview explanation of the topics geared to the needs of students new to the
materials the author comprehensively broke down the topics to correlate to issues of
contemporary interest importance the text has full references to provide assistance to
students practitioners alike
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Wrongs and Remedies in the Twenty-first Century 1996
when potential litigants first approach a lawyer they are generally interested in finding out one
thing only are they likely to be able to win damages or any other kind of remedy and what kind
of quantum of damages are they likely to receive it becomes the lawyer s main task to try to
argue for a remedy and to persuade the court that the plaintiff has a good cause of action
textbooks about contract and tort frequently treat damages and other remedies as an after
thought when in fact it is the issue of remedies which is a constant and ever present
consideration for the plaintiff and his or her lawyer this new book containing contributions from
many of the uk s leading specialists brings to the fore a range of issues which are of topical
interest to litigators and to teachers of law in some instances the issues are currently the
subject of reform proposals and these essays usefully highlight the principal issues facing the
reformers and the objections which have been raised by those opposed to reform in addition
four of the essays tackle a strand of tort law which is of rapidly growing importance the area of
professional negligence the contributors are among the best known writers in this field and
their essays combine practical and academic perspectives which usefully highlight
contemporary trends in professional negligence litigation the first chapter in the book also
offers a unique and controversial overview of tort law in the uk by professor patrick atiyah who
argues for a complete rethink of the system of personal injuries litigation in the uk starting
with its abolition not for the first time professor atiyah thinks the unthinkable

Handbook on the Law of Remedies 1973
remedies is the principal area around which the concept of obligations is developed and is
taught as a course option at some universities this book has proved to be ideal as the main
text for such an option

Remedies for Torts and Breach of Contract 1994
the problems embodied in this book differ from the usual academic presentation in several
ways first students are not initially confronted with an authoritative statement of law but with
facts and human problems second except in the four introductory chapters the problems are
not organized to present an orderly sequence of remedies rules instead they are organized
around diverse factual settings so the issues come to the student just as they come to lawyers
in practice helter skelter requires students to work analytically not in an organization dictated
by the logic of a casebook

Problems in Remedies 1993
contents damages in tort damages in contract restitution rescission account of profits
injunctions equitable compensation and damages rectification remedies under the contracts
review act remedies under the trade practices act provided by publisher

Principles of Remedies 2012
this definitive treatise explains available remedies across a wide range of public and private
causes of action from torts to intellectual property contracts to fiduciary breaches and civil
rights to nuisance topics include compensatory damages for tangible and intangible harms
punitive damages unjust enrichment and restitution equitable remedies and much more this
single volume text unpacks major developments of the last twenty five years for the law of
remedies in the united states with citations to hundreds of cases articles and statutes it
incorporates key advancements from the restatement third of restitution and unjust
enrichment the restatement third of torts and significant updates in the law of injunctions
punitive damages and beyond publisher website

Remedies 1989
equitable remedies is regarded as the most thorough and in depth treatise on equitable
remedies in the common law world today the first edition was described by sir owen dixon as
the best legal book to have come out of australia this 8th edition of equitable remedies
continues to uphold its reputation as an up to date and reliable source of information with
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respect to injunctions specific performance rectification and equitable damages thenew edition
analyses a series of important decisions relating to the extra territorial effect of equitable
orders the application of statutes of limitation mandatory and prohibiting injunctions special
requirements for ex parte orders and questions relating to rectification from the english court
of appeal masri v consolidated contractors international u k ltd no 2 and no 3 the extra
territorial effect of equitable orders received extended analysis with wide commercial
ramifications in the court of appeal in p o nedlloyd b v v arab metals co statutes of limitation in
equitable proceedings were examined the privy council decision in national commercial bank
jamaica ltd v olint corporation ltd examined the relationship of mandatory and prohibiting
injunctions as well as the special requirements that must be satisfied before an order is made
ex parte in chartbrook ltd v persimmon homes ltd a number of the more contentious questions
relating to rectification were considered by the house of lords dr ian spry again applies his
leading analysis to these new developments ensuring equitable remedies 8th edition remains
the essential resource on the subject

Law of Remedies 2018
civil remedies is the first textbook of its kind to cover the whole gamut of this fast growing
subject it looks at both the non judicial and judicial remedies in the civil law its special features
include the non judicial remedy of self help the consensual remedies the judicial remedies for
breach of contract and for tort at common law and in equity a comprehensive look at mareva
injunctions and anton piller orders and the effect of the practice directions 1994 on them and
coverage of recent developments e g the law commision s paper on aggravated exemplary
and restitutionary damages the house of lord s decision in hunt v severs etc

The Principles of Equitable Remedies 2010
remedies what they are history of remedies basic rules for legal and equitable remedies
injunctions damages restitution rescission reformation specific performance remedies how
they are used remedies for injuries to realty personal property and money remedies for
injuries to personal interests remedies for misrepresentation remedies for mistake remedies
for duress undue influence and related wrongs remedies for breach of contract restitution for
unenforceable contracts

Remedies 2002
the law of judicial remedies which includes the law of damages ranges over the entire field of
substantive private law including the law of contract tort and property in a pragmatic sense an
examination of the issue of remedies is crucial to civil litigators in that it provides critical
insights into specific legal rules and arrangements from a theoretical perspective an
understanding of the principles governing the choice of remedies and the methods of
quantifying damages reveals much about the nature of the common law process remedies the
law of damagesis both a succinct handbook for the practitioner and a rich entry point to the
study of judge made law highlights in the third edition include recent developments regarding
remedies for breach of contract with alternative modes of performance and wrongfully
dismissed employees entitlement to discretionary benefits there have been substantial
revisions to chapters dealing with damages for personal injury restitutionary remedies
certainty and causation remoteness of damages mitigation and reasonableness of liquidated
damages clauses

Civil Remedies 1997
p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 10 0px arial this research handbook
comprehensively and authoritatively reviews the contemporary challenges in research
regarding remedies in private law the research handbook on remedies in private law focuses
on the most important issues throughout contract equity restitution and tort law as they have
arisen in the major common law jurisdictions touching upon those of other jurisdictions where
pertinent
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Remedies in a Nutshell 1985
use the power of the courts to your advantage to grant equitable non monetary relief in
contract enforcement when you follow the incomparable guidance of yorio and thel with
current detailed information for today s practitioner contract enforcement covers every aspect
of the availability and inherent limitations of equitable remedies in such contract areas as real
estate sale of goods intangible personality construction contracts covenants not to compete
wills and other property agreements employment agreements franchise agreements
international trade you will find in depth analysis of the policies that underlie contract
remedies as well as clear explanations of the practical consequences of those policies in
contract litigation the effect on availability of equitable relief of such factors as right to a jury
trial legal limits on contract damages disgorgement of profits and agreed remedies are also
examined throughout the book you ll find concise analysis of all significant specific
performance cases legislation and commentary

Remedies 2014
master s thesis from the year 2010 in the subject law comparative legal systems comparative
law grade b university of auckland course remedies for breach of contract language english
abstract in the now famous blake case the majority in the house of lords has granted a
restitutionary remedy for a breach of contract which has been alien to the law of contract so
far although it was held to be available only in exceptional circumstances the judgment
prompted lord hobhouse to express the following warning in his dissenting opinion if some
more extensive principle of awarding non compensatory damages for breach of contract is to
be introduced into our commercial law the consequences will be very far reaching and
disruptive it is the goal of this essay to examine whether lord hobhouse s fear of a silent
reconceptualisation of the law of contract is justified in order to fully understand the potential
impact of the blake case it is vital to bring oneself to mind what the law of contract was before
the judgement in blake was rendered accordingly the essay will start with an outline as to
which remedies were and in fact still are available to a claimant under the pre blake law after
a summary of the blake case itself it will be described why a broad blake remedy indeed might
have a revolutionary effect on the conventional law of contract however as history shows not
all revolutions are bad thus even if blake should have far reaching and disruptive
consequences on the law of contract it is by no means said that this is an undesirable result it
should be borne in mind that the law of contract is a default system that provides remedies for
a breach of contract in case the parties did not unconsciously or deliberately stipulate their
own remedies which they are free to do ideally this default system leads to just and
economically reasonable results by this measure a default system has to prove its value and
practicability thus if it turns out that a law of contract under which the blake remedy is
generally available is superior to the current law its implementation must not be declined only
because of its revolutionary character part iv of this essay draws the necessary comparison
between the two alternatives in terms of economic efficiency in doing so special attention is
given to what is called the efficient breach theory which is often called upon to defend the
current contractual rules the essay will then conclude with a final assessment as to what the
contract of law should be like in the author s opinion

Research Handbook on Remedies in Private Law 2014
the eighth edition retains the organization of the seventh edition while thoroughly updating it
the first half of the casebook introduces injunctive relief damages restitution and declaratory
relief the second half of the book creates opportunities to consider these four remedies in the
context of tort and contract actions for various types of harm the updates include recent
united states supreme court cases on such topics as injunctive relief and punitive damages
new cases in the second half of the book feature such current topics as injunctions against
defamatory statements and public nuisance actions against lead paint manufacturers

Construction Damages and Remedies 1980
offering a logical and guided format this is a valuable supplemental source for your students it
covers the areas included in most remedies courses including damages injunctions and
restitution as well as other important topics such as declaratory judgments punitive damages
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and remedial defenses builds student understanding step by step moving from the basics to
the more complex and allowing students to apply the law to particular fact patterns allows
students to study chapters in any order demystifies the language of remedies using
straightforward and student friendly examples charts and illustrations shows students how to
do the math related to issues such as computing compensatory damages present value and
constructive trusts offers compatibility with all major remedies books including those that
approach remedies through public law and those that approach it through private law remains
the only book in the field to provide both black letter law and examples and answers to build
student knowledge the level of complexity builds as examples continue in each chapter
discusses major remedies cases hadley v baxendale state farm v campbell sullivan v o connor
provides detailed coverage of the draft restatement third of restitution and gives detailed
analyses of remedies issues under article 2 of the uniform commercial code

Remedies for Breach of Contract 1989
this book written by a well known expert on english law is a detailed analysis of the
comparative law of remedies for breach of contract one of the most important branches of
contemporary contract law

Contract Enforcement 2014-10-23
the fourth edition of andrew burrows seminal work remedies for torts breach of contract and
equitable wrongs previously remedies for torts and breach of contract updates and extends
coverage of judicial remedies for civil wrongs in english law since the release of the previous
edition in 2004 the scope of discussion in the book has developed to include many
contemporary case studies examples of these include morris garner v one step ltd on
negotiating damages milner v carnival on quantum of mental distress damages forsyth grant v
allen on restitution for torts to name but a few as well as crucial supreme court decisions on
penalty clauses cavendish v makdessi and injunctions lauritzencool araci v fallon and coventry
v lawrence in addition to comprehensive updating to take account of new developments in the
law this book includes two new chapters unique to the fourth edition the first explores
damages under the human rights act of 1998 the second examines negotiating damages
remedies for torts breach of contract and equitable wrongs by leading scholar andrew burrows
is a popular work amongst students and practitioners due to its broad coverage factual detail
insightful application of academic context and enduring subject matter

Possible consequences of awarding non compensatory
damages for breach of contract on Commercial Law
2011-01-01
more than a rulebook this text discusses the remedies that are available in a particular fact
setting illustrates possible applications of difficult rules explains proof requirements assesses
arguments and offers options in uncertain situations coverage includes the particulars of
damages restitution and equitable relief and remedial schemes for harms to tangible property
also covers economic interests intangible personal property and compensatory and non
compensatory damages discusses remedies for economic torts personal injury breach of
contract and more

Equitable Remedies, Restitution, and Damages 2007
remedies commentary and materials 6th edition provides comprehensive treatment of both
judicial and non judicial remedies in australian private law fully updated to reflect recent
developments this casebook provides extensive coverage of common law damages for breach
of contract and tort of equitable remedies and of statutory remedies under the australian
consumer law the book combines carefully selected extracts from leading cases with expert
commentary taken together these materials elucidate the principles relating to the
assessment of all forms of damages under common law and statu
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Remedies 1988
the fourth edition of andrew burrows seminal work remedies for torts breach of contract and
equitable wrongs updates and extends coverage of judicial remedies for civil wrongs in english
law since the release of the previous edition in 2004 the scope of discussion in the book has
developed to include many contemporary case studies examples of these include morris
garner v one step ltd on negotiating damages milner v carnival on quantum of mental distress
damages forsyth grant v allen on restitution for torts to name but a few as well as crucial
supreme court decisions on penalty clauses cavendish v makdessi and injunctions
lauritzencool araci v fallon and coventry v lawrence in addition to comprehensive updating to
take account of new developments in the law this book includes two new chapters

Remedies for Breach of Contract 2009
the text is a collection of up to date materials covering all areas of remedies law in canada
including damages injunctions specific performance and equitable relief

Remedies 2019
on july 27 2000 the house of lords delivered a decision where for the first time in english law it
explicitly recognised that damages for civil wrongs can be assessed by reference to a
defendant wrongdoer s gain rather than a claimant s loss the circumstances in which such
gain based damages might be available were left for development incrementally this book
considers the nature of gain based damages and explains when they have historically been
available and why and provides a framework for appreciating the operation of such damages
awards the first part of the book justifies the existence of these damages which focus upon a
defendant wrongdoer s gain made as a result of a civil wrong explaining the nature and need
for such a remedy and the scope of civil wrongs the core thesis of the book is that two
different forms of such gain based damages exist the first is concerned with restitution of a
defendant s gains wrongfully transferred from a claimant the second is concerned only with
stripping profits from the defendant s hands once these two gain based damages awards are
separated they can be shown to be based upon different rationales and the basis for their
availability can be easily understood the second part of the book considers and applies this
approach demonstrating its operation throughout the cases of civil wrongs the operation of the
two forms of gain based damages is demonstrated in cases in the area of tort chapter 4
contract chapter 5 equitable wrongs chapter 6 and intellectual property wrongs chapter 7 it is
shown that these gain based damages awards have long been available in these areas and
their operation has conformed to clear principle the difficulty that has obscured the principle is
the nomenclature which has hidden the true gain based nature of many of these damages
awards

Remedies for Torts, Breach of Contract, and Equitable
Wrongs 1980

Remedies of English Law 2000

Cases and Materials on Equitable Remedies,
Restitution, and Damages 1980

The Principles of Equitable Remedies 1983

Remedies 1993
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Dobbs Law of Remedies 2015

Remedies 2000

Remedies 2019

Remedies for Torts, Breach of Contract, and Equitable
Wrongs 2013

The Principles of Equitable Remedies 2020

Remedies 2002-04-19
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